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QUESTION 1

You plan to create a Linux virtual machine on an Azure Stack integrated system. 

You download an Ubuntu Server image. 

Which authentication method can use to access the Linux virtual machine by using SSH? 

A. The Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) 

B. a Kerberos token 

C. a service principal 

D. a password 

Correct Answer: D 

When you create you Linux VM via the portal or the CLI, you have two authentication choices. If you choose a password
for SSH, Azure configures the VM to allow logins via passwords. If you chose to use an SSH public key, Azure
configures the VM to only allow logins via SSH keys and disables password logins. To secure your Linux VM by only
allowing SSH key logins, use the SSH public key option during the VM creation in the portal or CLI. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machines/linux/overview 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Stack integrated system. 

You need to install the Azure Stack-compatible Azure PowerShell modules on a management workstation. 

You set the $profile variable to the correct API version. 

Which commands should you run? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-powershell-install 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
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repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is 

exactly the same in each question in this series. 

Start of repeated scenario. 

Your network contains an Active Directory forest named contoso.com 

You deploy an Azure Stack integrated system named Prod to a production environment. You also deploy an Azure
Stack integrated system named Dev to a development environment. The developers who access Dev change
frequently. 

The Azure Stack integrated systems and the contoso.com forest are federated. The on-premises network contains a
Hyper-V host that hosts a Red Hat Enterprise Linux virtual machine named Linux1. Linux1 has the following
characteristics: A 2-TB disk Generation 1 10 virtual cores 128 GB of RAM A disk named LinuxVhd.vhdx 

You plan to deploy infrastructure as a service (IaaS) to Dev for developer projects. The Marketplace on Dev is
configured and ready to publish items. Dev contains one plan named Dev_Plan1 and one offer named Dev_Offer1. 

Prod contains two plans and two offers. One of the offers is named Offer1. 

All the IaaS and platform as a service (PaaS) tenant data must be backed up to an external location. The solution must
ensure that the data can be restored if the datacenter that hosts Prod becomes unavailable. 

End of repeated scenario. 

You need to limit the resources available to the developers of Dev. The solution must meet the following resource
requirements for the developers: 

Five storage accounts 

20 virtual machines 15 virtual networks 500 GB of storage 50 cores 

What is the minimum number of quotas that should be created to limit the resources? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 5 

Correct Answer: C 

You need a separate quota for each quota type: compute, storage, and network. 

Incorrect Answers: 

A, B: You need a separate quota for each quota type: compute, storage, and network. Virtual machines and cores are of
the compute quota type; virtual networks are of the network quota type; and storage and storage accounts are of the 

storage quota type. You therefore need three quotas. 

D: Virtual machines and cores are of the compute quota type; virtual networks are of the network quota type; and
storage and storage accounts are of the storage quota type. You only need one of each quota type: compute, storage,
and network 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-quota-types 

 

QUESTION 4

You deploy an Azure Stack integrated system. 

You register the deployment by using a Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) subscription. 

You need to review the resource consumption of all the Azure Stack tenants. 

Which portal should you use? 

A. the Azure Enterprise Agreement (EA) portal 

B. Microsoft Partner Center 

C. Azure Account Center 

D. the Azure Stack administrator portal 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-csp-ref-infrastructure 

 

QUESTION 5

DRAG DROP 

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
exactly the same in each question in this series.Start of repeated scenario.

Your company has a network that contains an Active Directory forest named fabrikam.com. The forest is synchronized
to a Microsoft Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant and has an Azure subscription. 

The company also has an Azure AD tenant named contoso.com. Contoso.com has an Azure subscription. Contoso.com
includes foreign principals. 

The network contains the computers configured as shown in the following table. 
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Fabrikam.com contains a user named User1. 

For operating system deployment, the company uses a custom operating system image of Windows Server 2016
Datacenter named Image1. 

You have an Azure Stack integrated system that is accessed by using the following endpoints: 

1. 

https://portal.fabrikam.com 

2. 

https://adminportal.fabrikam.com 

3. 

https://management.fabrikam.com 

4. 

Privileged endpoint: 192.168.100.100 

5. 

Hardware lifecycle host: 192.168.101.101 

6. 

https://adminmanagement.fabrikam.com 

You onboard contoso.com as a guest directory tenant on the Azure Stack integrated system. 

You implement in the following Azure Stack providers: 
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1. 

SQL Server 

2. 

App Service 

End of repeated scenario.

You need to back up the Azure Stack infrastructure. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-stack/azure-stack-backup-enable-backup-powershell 
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